Kent State University at Stark
Grants Snapshot FY 2018

Grant Awards

40 grant awards
valued at $462,097
64% funding rate

Noteworthy

- National Endowment for the Arts awards Amy Damrow an Art Works grant with Bowie State University.
- 5th grant in 5 years from Dominion Charitable Energy Foundation, 2nd for Carrie Schweitzer.
- 3rd year of funding for Adam Larison from Ohio Arts Council for “Guitar Weekend.”
- Applied Separations awards Clarke Earley the Supercritical Fluids (SCF) Educational Grant.

New Sources of Funding

- 100,000 Strong in the Americas (Sarah Schmidt)
- Applied Separations (Clarke Earley)
- Arts Midwest (Adam Larison)
- The John Paul II Foundation for the Sacred Arts (Mark Nowakowski)
- Knight Foundation (Jennifer Jones and Jack McWhorter)
- National Council of Teachers of English (Jennifer Cunningham)
- National Endowment for the Arts (Amy Damrow)
- OH Counseling Assoc. (Emily Ribnik)
- Portage Foundation (Claudia Gomez, Lucas Engelhardt, and Deepraj Mukherjee)
- Walmart Foundation (Kelly Piero)

Faculty and Staff

Grant Applicants

Venecia Alexander
Loretta Aller
Ian Anderson
Paul Bagavandoss
Katrina Bloch
Will Casterlow
Brian Chopko
Jennifer Cunningham
Amy Damrow
Patrick Dillon
Clarke Earley
Lucas Engelhardt
Mary Gallaghger
Kim Garchar
Marie Gasper-Hulvat
Claudia Gomez
Angela Guercio
Jennifer Hull
Jennifer Jones
Adam Larison
Matthew Lehnert
Chih-ling Liou
Ran Li
Ann Martinez
Hector McDaniel
Jack McWhorter
Robert Miltner
Deepraj Mukherjee
Mark Nowakowski
Victor Pavona
Kelly Piero
Christopher Post
Emily Ribnik
Sarah Schmidt
Carrie Schweitzer
Mary Southards
Lindsay Starkey
Anthony Sterns
Eric Taylor
Amber Wallace
Kristin Wray
Haithem Zourrig